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Introduction
There is a lot of interest and
hope in incorporating the
rapid advances in the field of
nanotechnology into
therapeutic strategies for
neurological diseases
including neoplasms.
However, the initial phase of
enthusiasm is tempered with
the practical difficulties in
extrapolating the results in-
vivo.

We present our initial results
of strategies at developing
novel iron oxide nanoparticles
and their functionalization for
magnetic hyperthermia
treatment in glioma.
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Methods
Iron oxide nanoparticles (IO
NPs) were synthesized by co-
precipitation method and
functionalized with oleic acid
(OA). The formulated OA-IO
NPs were characterized for
the size (hydrodynamic
diameter), zeta potential
(surface charge) by dynamic
light scattering (DLS) method,
FTIR Spectroscopy, X-Ray
Diffractometry analysis and
magnetic property analysis.
The average size and zeta
potential of the formulated OA
-IO NPs were found to be
35.21±4.23 nm and -32.7±
5.92 mV respectively that
confirmed increased stability
of the nanoparticles
The morphology of the OA-IO
NPs was investigated by
scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). Cellular uptake in MDA
-MB 231, MCF 7 and U-87 cell
lines were studied. The effects
of alternating magnetic field
of 10kW/ 20minutes (AMF) on
these cell lines were then
studied to evaluate the
proportion of cell death by
induced hyperthermia.
Functionality of the system for
application in-vivo for
glioblastoma therapy is to be
evaluated and validated using
animal experiments.

Results
The average size and zeta
potential of the formulated OA
-IO NPs were found to be
35.21±4.23 nm and -32.7±
5.92 mV respectively that
confirmed increased stability
of the nanoparticles. The OA
functionalization on IO NPs
surface confirmed from FTIR
study through the analysis of
bonding pattern of the
carboxylic acids on the
surface of the nanoparticles.
The uniform size of
formulated nanoparticles were
confirmed through SEM
analysis.
Magnetic characteristic of IO
NPs indicated super
paramagnetic properties
making them more suitable
for hyperthermia application.
In MTT [3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide]
assay of IO NPs and OA-IO
NPs exposure on the three cell
lines, the cytotoxic events
were found to be dose and
time-dependent.
The percentage viability
decreased from 77% (24
hours incubation) to
approximately 68% (48 hours
incubation) in case of OA
coated IO NPs.

Successful internalization of OA

IO-nanoparticles in U-87 glioma

cells were confirmed using

Prussian Blue staining.

On subjecting the cells to

magnetic hyperthermia treatment

(50 µg/ml solution of OA IO-NPs,

10 kW/20 min), the cell viability

reduced to 41% after 24 hours

and further reduced to 35% after

48 hours.

Conclusions
The synthesized OA-IO NPs
revealed many favorable
properties- size, charge,
structure and functionalization.
Cellular uptake studies
confirmed good internalization
of OA IP-NPs and MTT assay
showed good reduction in cell
viability with Magnetic
Nanoparticle Hyperthermia in
U-87 glioma cell lines. Further
in-vivo experiments are being
focused for assessing the role
of Magnetic Nanoparticle
Hyperthermia in treatment of
glioblastoma.
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